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ANTA 
Part 4: “Liars Lie” 

 
 

We resume our campaign to expose ANTA’s fraud, and have several more pieces planned that 
will expose other inconsistencies and lies.  In this piece though, we first take stock of the lies in 
ANTA’s responses to our pieces last week.  Muddy Waters has been exposing frauds for nine 
years, and never once have we been accused by a regulator of lying.  Yet, in almost every single 
instance of our accusing a company of fraud, the company denied our conclusions.  Regardless, 
of the 14 PRC-based companies we have previously shorted due to research conclusions of fraud 
published on our website, six have been de-listed, one has been halted for almost five years, two 
have been later acquired by managements at premiums (one subsequently paid a significant 
regulatory settlement), two are down over 90%, two more are down significantly, and only one 
other stock is up.  That’s 11-3 by our reckoning.  Nine of these wins are knockouts (down over 
90%, de-listed, or in suspended animation). 
 
So with ANTA we see the same pattern: We present evidence of fraud (in this case, well over 
100 pages and counting), the company denies it, and surrogates come out to defend the company.  
In this case, the company has shifted almost all of the burden of defense to the ever-pliable sell-
side, effectively turning some analysts into little more than sock puppets.  Ordinarily, 
managements have no effective downside to trying to lie their way out of fraud accusations – 
there is usually no increased regulatory penalty or shareholder opprobrium, so lying in the fact of 
fraud accusations becomes one of the most asymmetric bets a management can undertake.  In 
ANTA’s case, it has outsourced much of the lying to the sock puppets, effectively mutualizing 
the reputational risk.  We now address these lies-in-response. 
 
Lie 1: “We never said we own all Fila stores” 
 
ANTA’s statement through analysts that it never claimed to own all Fila stores is an attempt to 
rewrite history, and it is a lie.  This fact points again to our conclusion that the reported numbers 
for Fila cannot be relied upon.   
 
Our Part 3 report made it literally indisputable that a third party, Mr. Su Weiqing, owned the 
Beijing Fila stores.  The company initially reacted by issuing a Clarification Announcement that 
stated it “vigorously denies” the allegations.  The problem ANTA had with this denial is that 
even a 10-year old could see it was a lie.  So ANTA attempted to re-write history by falsely 
stating through sock puppets that it never claimed to own all Fila stores.1   
 
Just weeks prior to publishing our report, we held a call with ANTA’s internal Investor Relations 
representative, Ms. Suki Wong.  We asked her whether ANTA owns all Fila stores in China, and 
she repeatedly assured us that it does.  Below is the transcript of the portions of the conversation 
that dealt with Fila store ownership.   

 
Q: [With respect to Fila] In 2014 you went from wholesale to retail, and then when you 
say you went from wholesale to retail, everything is self-owned and self-operated? 

																																																								
1 See analyst report by Qian Yao, Kevin Yin, and Derek Choi dated July 10, 2019. 
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A: Um yes. We own the brand and we sell the product directly to the customers 
 
Q: You mean, we are talking here about Fila, just about Fila. 
 
A: Yea, yea, yea.  We do the retail by ourselves. In our P&L, Fila’s revenue 
[indiscernible] is retail. 
 
Q: How many, I don’t have the number to hand, what’s the store count for Fila in China? 
 
A: We have the PowerPoint in our website.  I can ask my colleague to send.  The 
PowerPoint is actually on our website, and then on slide 22, and For Fila brand we have 
1,600 stores.2 
 
Q: Ok, and all of those are self-operated? 
 
A: Yes…And for Fila managing the inventory is slightly easier because we own the 
retail. 

 
The above is of course consistent with what ANTA stated in response to Blue Orca Capital / 
Soren Aandahl’s presentation.  On a response conference call, CFO Lai Shixian was reportedly 
asked whether ANTA was considering doing wholesale for Fila, and responded that:3 
 

“We have no plan for Fila to engage in wholesale… We will continue to operate Fila’s 
self-operated model.” 

 
The would seem to have been a pretty opportune time to disclose that ANTA does engage in 
some wholesale business under the Fila brand.  The most logical conclusion by far is that ANTA 
intended to lie to investors about its ownership of Fila stores.  The Fila financials should not be 
relied upon. 
 
Lie 2: The disposal of Shanghai Fengxian and its subsidiaries was proper. 
 
Through a sock puppet, ANTA management addressed the obviously corrupt and improper 
transaction by stating that the international brands retail business was doing poorly, as evidenced 
by its losses, and that the recipient was an independent party.  This was a new, rapidly growing 
business that was ahead of plan in terms of sales.4   One would think that even the least switched-
on sock puppet would understand that new, rapidly growing businesses often report losses.  This 
is not a valid reason for the disposal.  Instead, it shows that ANTA insiders stuffed the public 
company shareholders with losses necessary to scale the business before taking it for themselves.   
 

																																																								
2 In Anta’s 2018 full year annual results presentation slide #22 indicates 1652 Fila stores. 
3 http://www.sohu.com/a/247126682_313170 “ 2: fila

. 
4 Anta 2007 AR, pp. 31, 36, 37; Anta 2007 Interim Report, p. 21 
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The ultimate recipient of Shanghai Fengxian was not an independent party – certainly not in 
substance, and likely not in form.  After Fengxian passed through a straw buyer within six 
months, the ultimate recipient was ANTA proxy network member Chen Dinglong.  At the time, 
Chen was the largest shareholder of a then-disclosed Connected Person, Guangzhou Anda.  Even 
if ANTA were to argue that Chen was technically not a Connected Person, the use of the obvious 
straw purchaser to disguise the ultimate recipient shows that Chen is, in fact, a Connected 
Person.   
 
Lie 3: ANTA distributors are independent, and are not Connected Persons. 
 
The evidence is overwhelming that ANTA brand distributors are not actually independent, and 
that they are controlled by ANTA in ways that make them Connected Persons.  More 
importantly, as we detailed in Part 1, ANTA controls their finance departments by hiring the 
finance manager and paying finance department employees (likely through Yundong).  This 
control over finance departments in particular is improper and we believe enables ANTA to 
create fraudulent transactions.  Having this control is not about supporting distributors in their 
marketing, nor providing management knowhow.  The obvious purpose is to create accounting 
records.  (Note also the use of ANTA IT infrastructure by distributors’ finance personnel 
reporting to SAIC.5) 
 
There are two problematic reactions we have seen to the evidence of the distributors’ lack of 
independence.  The first problematic reaction is getting hung up on the enumerated portion of the 
Connected Persons disclosure rules.  ANTA has clearly put much thought into creating the 
appearance of independent distributors.  For situations such as these, the Listing Rules also 
create a category called a “Deemed Connected Person”.  This applies when in substance, if not 
form, the party is not independent.  This is clearly the case with ANTA’s distributors – that they 
should be Deemed Connected Persons.  However, focusing too much on this violation misses the 
point. 
 
The Listing Rules about Connected Person disclosures exist because of the significant potential 
for abuse that controlled counterparties present.  Colluding counterparties are the bedrock of 
almost all stock fraud committed by PRC issuers.  Sino-Forest’s shambolic suppliers and 
customers were little different – they were controlled through proxies, and produced fraudulent 
transaction documentation.  This leads to the next problematic reaction: That auditors have 
somehow “audited” these distributor relationships. 
 
Auditors do not “audit” parties that are presented as independent.  Auditors have no ability to 
compel independent parties to provide information, provide their accounting records, or provide 
any detailed information.  Auditors occasionally send “confirmation letters” to companies’ 
counterparties asking to confirm information that the companies have supplied.  In countries with 
developed legal systems, lying in a confirmation letter to the auditor and assisting with a stock 
fraud can bring serious consequences.  Auditors’ procedures were developed in these markets.   
 
However, in China, collusion with counterparties is far more common than in developed 
markets.  The legal consequences for such collusion are usually inconsequential because 
																																																								
5 Part 1, pp. 20, 45. 
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enforcement is so lacking.  In reality, audits of PRC-based issuers provide close to zero 
assurance against fraud, and actually increase fraud risks because they provide investors with a 
false sense of security.  For example, see the sock puppet statement that “Anta’s control of and 
influence on distributors are audited: Management reiterated that its distributors are independent, 
as each has its own management team that makes independent business decisions and its own 
financial and human resources management functions. This is also verified by KPMG, who has 
been auditing Anta and performing on-the-ground assessments of the distributors since 2004.”  
The bottom line is that audits have done nothing to ensure that ANTA’s distributors are 
independent.   
 
The below is from ANTA’s 2018 Annual Report.6  It lists the auditors’ methods for reviewing 
recognition of revenue from distributors: a) reviewing distributor agreements (supplied by 
ANTA), b) assessing whether ANTA’s accounts reflect revenue in the manners the distributor 
agreements provide (information supplied by ANTA), c) reviewing documentation of credit 
notes and returns (supplied by ANTA), d) sending confirmation letters to the distributors (whose 
finance departments ANTA controls), and e) asking management (the masterminds of the fraud) 
about significant sales adjustments. 
 

 

 
 

																																																								
6 Pp. 90-91. 
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Of the above list, the only step that appears to involve externally-sourced information is the 
confirmation letter procedure.  Because ANTA directs the distributors’ finance departments, it 
almost certainly fills out the confirmation letters from the auditors.  We can conceive of no 
reason other than stock fraud ANTA would direct its distributors’ finance departments. 
 
Also note that ANTA’s official response completely ignores that senior executives at ANTA 
refer to the distributors as subsidiaries.  We spoke to four former senior executives who stated 
this, and none who disputed this characterization.  To portray this issue as one of the distributors 
showing their ANTA pride is intellectually dishonest.  It’s not only the distributors that use this 
terminology. 
 
Conclusion 
 
ANTA has shown no evidence to counter the well over 100 pages of evidence and commentary 
regarding ANTA’s corruption.  Rather, it has relied on proxies to make unsupported (and 
nonsensical) statements.  Why?  Because liars lie.   
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